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Introduction

We confirm that Richard Francis-Jones of Francis-Jones Morehen
Thorp is registered as an architect (registration 5301) under the
Architects Act 2003 and has directed the concept design of the
buildings and changes in terms of the provisions of the S75W
application process for the Crown Group of which it forms a part.
We confirm that the enclosed documentation achieves the intent on
the design principles set out in the State Environmental Planning
Policy No. 65 - Design Quality of Residential Apartment Development.
This statement is intended to be read in conjunction with the
architectural plans prepared by Francis-Jones Morehen Thorp Pty Ltd
(the architect).
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Richard Francis-Jones
Design Director
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Executive Summary

BACKGROUND AND PROCESS

TOPOGRAPHY AND ORIENTATION

PUBLIC DOMAIN

The redevelopment of the Eastlakes' Town Centre by the Crown Group is a much
anticipated project for the Eastlakes' community. The project presents an opportunity
to transform the existing shopping centre on Evans Avenue into a high-quality mixeduse complex including retail, hospitality and housing.

The natural slope of the site is towards the south-west, and the orientation is north,
with street frontages north (Gardener’s Road) and south (Evan’s Avenue). The
landscape is relatively flat with a high water table being relatively close to Botany Bay.

The North Site ground floor plane is conceived as an extension of the urban realm with
two entrances into the mall, one directly off Evans Avenue, and one off a setback to
the eastern boundary which will be styled as a “laneway” for casual dining and cafe
culture. The laneway is an important modification to the scheme as it will provide for a
sunny morning space for people to meet.

The Section 75W modifications to the Part 3A application includes additional
improvements to the housing offering in Building 1B which are more abreast with
market expectations, and a totally transformed ground floor retail experience which
pays greater attention to the public domain and day-to-day food shopping and dining
culture that is sorely needed in the community.

EXISTING SITE AND CURRENT USES

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN STATEMENT

FJMT's vision is to revitalise Eastlakes by activating a new set of exciting places for its
diverse community to enjoy. The redeveloped local centre is conceived in terms of the
Greater Sydney Commission District Plan to be an environmentally and economically
sustainable development in an important location in need of improved amenity.
Providing for families, the young and the old, the development will provide a unique
collection of retail and hospitality experiences interfacing with the town centre's natural
amenity, Eastlake's Reserve. For more detailed design responses see the SEPP 65 9
Design Principles that follow in this report.

DEVELOPMENT STATISTICS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site Area
Building Levels
Basement Levels
Gross Floor Area
Building Height
Total Apartments
Adaptable Apartments
Car Parking
Motor Bike Parking

6046 m2
9
2
15 813 m2
50.150 AHD
134
11
124
8
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SITE LOCATION AND CONTEXT

The North Site is currently a mini-mall (strip mall) with a series of buildings that are on
the Gardeners Road boundary (but to not interface with Gardeners Road at all). An atgrade parking lot faces onto Evan’s Avenue, further emphasising the car-oriented
nature of the original modernist plan for Eastlakes.

BUILT FORM
The modification of the original buildings approved on the North Site explores the idea
of Building 1B as a taller “gateway building”, which is altogether more organic and
expressive. By increasing the height and softening the form, the revised building
establishes a clearer sense of address for the residences. The new curvilinear awning
to Evan’s Avenue responds to the various entry points into the retail mall and creates a
sense of place for the eateries anticipated on Evans Avenue.

ACCESS , TRANSPORT & PARKING
The site has good road and bus linkages, and is accessible from Circular Quay in
Sydney by the 301/302/303 and X03 buses at a typical trip time of around forty
minutes. The new light railway line under construction will terminate at Kingsford, a 16
minute bus ride away.

PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT
Given the predominance of elderly residents and young families in Eastlakes, the
existing pedestrian activity around the site remains a public domain priority. The
development will have exceptional pedestrian amenity with special regard to
accessible access. It is intended that the Evans Avenue “High Street” component will
have an active environment after business hours giving good passive surveillance to
the residential occupants and an active public domain.

LOADING AND UNLOADING
The retail loading dock is situated on the ground floor off Evans Avenue, and provides
facilities for retail garbage removal, general deliveries, removal trucks and space for
service trucks to park while attending to ground floor related services spaces.
The basement levels have been designed to accommodate retail parking, residential
parking, garbage removal and general deliveries.

WATER MANAGEMENT
The Hydraulic and Fire Systems Report provides a number of water management
measures for the new development, refer to the specific services reports.

WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES
Waste facilities are to located in the basement with compaction and recycling facilities
provided. The waste storage area is of sufficient size to accommodate both general
waste and recyclable materials for storage.

ESD / NOISE / INFRASTRUCTURE & UTILITIES
ESD initiatives have been addressed in the ESD Report, BASIX and BCA Section J
compliance with the facade. The client is working towards achieving “best practice”
ESD outcomes over a range of environmental initiatives. An acoustic report has been
prepared for the new development which addresses both the potential noise impact of
the development on surrounding properties and the control of internal noise levels
within the building. All issues associated with storm water management, water supply,
sewerage services and gas services have been addressed in the relevant services
reports.

The site is located in the suburb of Eastlakes, between Gardeners Road and Evans
Avenue, and forms part of a larger Part 3A development application that was approved
in 2013. The context is suburban in nature, but with a relatively high density of housing
provided by 1960’s blocks of three to four storey buildings, usually set on a level of
parking garages. As such the street interfaces of the majority of existing buildings in
the neighbourhood is poor, and the high street of Gardeners Road to the west of
Eastlake's has been in decline. The architectural character of the existing red-brick
1960’s buildings is also fairly monotonous and austere as they lack articulation and
decorative elements in comparison to some of Sydney’s older suburbs.

Evans Ave GROUND
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Incorporation of the Sept 65 Design Principles

PRINCIPLE 1: CONTEXT AND
NEIGHBOURHOOD CHARACTER
“Good design responds and contributes to its context Context is
the key natural and built features of an area, their relationship and
the character they create when combined. It also includes social,
economic, health and environmental conditions.
Responding to context involves identifying the desirable elements
of an area’s existing or future character. Well designed buildings
respond to and enhance the qualities and identity of the area
including the adjacent sites, streetscape and neighbourhood.
Consideration of local context is important for all sites, including
sites in established areas,those undergoing change or identified
for change.”
Eastlake's Town Centre is situated 13km South East of Sydney’s CBD, on
either side of Evans Avenue in Eastlakes ~ a medium-density residential
neighbourhood of mid-20th Century four-storey apartment buildings that are
fairly uniform in their scale and austere in their architectural character.
The northern part of the site flanks Gardeners Road and while accessible via
Sydney Transport’s bus routes, it is otherwise a typical suburban shopping
centre of the 1960’s within the previously car-oriented suburb of Eastlakes.
Eastlakes Town Centre borders on Eastlakes' Reserve and was originally
planned as shopping destination, commercial centre and place of pause for its
residents. In recent years the neighbourhood has become increasingly older,
and more culturally diverse, and indeed the centre’s cafes on Evans Avenue
have become a somewhat of a social hub, while other non-food retail and
commercial tenants are struggling.
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This change in character is something the currently approved Development
Application and this Section 75W modification seeks to amplify and extend to
younger generations with an even greater range of residential, retail and dining
options.
The design of the proposal has been developed with an understanding of
Bayside Council’s mandate in terms of the Sydney Central District Strategy that
classifies Eastlake's Town Centre as a Local Centre, and proposes to:
•

increase housing capacity in Sydney generally

•

co-ordinate the urban renewal of Eastlake's Shopping Centre and
Surrounds specifically

Evans Ave GROUND
•

address diversity and demand in Local Centres

The proposal for the modification of the 1B building in particular adds further
units to the Northern site, but more importantly creates a new feature “Gateway
Building” which breaks the monotony of the context by being articulated as an
organically shaped tower via which consolidated visitor access to the
residences is achieved, in addition to a profound sense of address for
Eastlakes' Centre North.

fjmt studio architecture interiors urban landscape community

PRINCIPLE 2: BUILT FORM AND SCALE

PRINCIPLE 3: DENSITY

“Good design achieves a scale, bulk and height appropriate to the
existing or desired future character of the street and surrounding
buildings.

“Good design achieves a high level of amenity for residents and
each apartment, resulting in a density appropriate to the site and
its context.

Good design also achieves an appropriate built form for a site
and the building’s purpose in terms of building alignments,
proportions, building type, articulation and the manipulation of
building elements. Appropriate built form designed to the public
domain, contributes to the character of streetscapes and parks,
including their views and vistas, and provides internal amenity and
outlook.”

Appropriate densities are consistent with the area’s existing or
projected population. Appropriate densities can be sustained by
existing or proposed infrastructure, public transport, access to
jobs, community facilities and the environment.”

The Section 75W modification for building 1B and the ground floor of Eastlake's
Centre North has emerged from a close and detailed analysis of this important
Sydney site, its streetscape, environmental effects and urban form.
The existing context immediately around Eastlake's Centre is of hipped roofed
red-brick residential buildings of three of four floors in height built on top of one
storey of parking garages.

The modification of building 1B takes the previously approved residential GFA
of 34,636 m2 to and the apartments area increased on 1B from 6 duplex units
to 27 single level units that are now ADG compliant compared with the
previously approved scheme.
The increase in density, although minimal, has broader implication for the
vitality of the local centre as a community.

Our objective has been to create a very high quality building of distinctive
architectural character that addresses the broader objectives of urban renewal
in Eastlakes generally, and Eastlakes’ Centre’s North and South sites design
objectives specifically, where building 1B is designed as a transitional marker
bridging between the former austere character of buildings in the suburb built in
the past and a more green, soft and forward-looking future being proposed on
the South Site under separate application.
As one moves further outwards from the Centre, other much taller residential
buildings exist and densify the neighbourhood ensuring viability and demand
for this Local Centre as an original planning premise.
This modification proposal advocates altering building 1B for the following
reasons:
• Context - to create an identifiable “Gateway Building” to the first phase
of the Local Centre urban renewal,
• Access - to create a clear sense of address and better access of
visitors to the podium level of Eastlakes’ Centre North.
• Built Form and Aesthetics - to ensure that there is sufficient
variety in the appearance of buildings to make the development
feel like a vital part of the city; and
• Streetscape - the massing along the street edge considers the
impact of sun and views across the site from adjoining buildings and
also from within the site itself.
The rounding of the corners of 1B, and the way in which 1B responds to the
curve on Evan’s Avenue has the effect of softening the bulk of the building and
making unique building which is a welcome relief in the context of the
monotonous austerity of the buildings on Racecourse Way, Evans Avenue and
Barber Avenue.
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Incorporation of the Sept 65 Design Principles

PRINCIPLE 4: SUSTAINABILITY

PRINCIPLE 5: LANDSCAPE

PRINCIPLE 6: AMENITY

“Good design combines positive environmental, social and
economic outcomes. Good sustainable design includes use of
natural cross ventilation and sunlight for the amenity and liveability
of residents and passive thermal design for ventilation, heating
and cooling reducing reliance on technology and operation costs.
Other elements include recycling and reuse of materials and
waste, use of sustainable materials, and deep soil zones for
groundwater recharge and vegetation.”

“Good design recognises that together landscape and buildings
operate as an integrated and sustainable system, resulting in
attractive developments with good amenity, A positive image
and contextual it of well designed developments is achieved by
contributing to the landscape character of the streetscape and
neighbourhood.

“Good design positively enhances internal and external amenity for
residents and neighbours. Achieving good amenity contributes to
positive living environments and resident well being.
Good amenity combines appropriate room dimensions and
shapes, access to sunlight, natural ventilation, outlook, visual
and acoustic privacy, storage, indoor and outdoor space, efficient
layouts and service areas, and ease of access for all age groups
and degrees of mobility.”

The modifications to 1B has met the targets set out in the
Building & Sustainability Index (BASIX).
Aside from this the design proposal embodies extensive passive
sustainable design initiatives such as:
•

Good landscape design enhances the development’s
environmental performance by retaining positive natural features
which contribute to the local context, co-ordinating water and soil
management, solar access, micro-climate, tree canopy, habitat
values, and preserving green networks. Good landscape design
optimises usability, privacy and opportunities for social interaction,
equitable access, respect for neighbours’ amenity, provides for
practical establishment and long term management.”

The modified building 1B proposal is for a mixed-use residential building
addition to the ground floor retail and below grade carpark. The building
provides a range of apartment types to suit a variety of lifestyles and aspirations
the following mix:
•

1 - Studio units

•

7 - One Bedroom units

•

13 - Two Bedroom two bathroom units

•

6 - Three Bedroom two bathroom units

Excellent passive solar gain and loss properties;

• Optimising the number of apartments with Northerly aspects
to living spaces to maximise solar access; daylight penetration
and reduced heating and electrical lighting requirements;

The public domain is categorised by tree-lined Evans Avenue to the South and
the much busier urban arterial Gardeners Road to the North. Refer to the
amended landscape and public domain improvement plans by Turf.
The previously approved development involves the construction of a multi-use
private communal landscape built over the podium structure.

•

Collection and reuse of rainwater as well as the capture, reuse
and storage of hydraulic and fire service testing flows;

There is no significant change to the landscape concept as a consequence of
the modifications to building 1B.

A total of 6 adaptable units are provided in Building 1B. These units are also
provided with dedicated accessible storage units and car spaces.
Equitable access is provided to the entrance of all apartments.
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• Master switching to enable lighting and AC to be switched off
via a single switch when leaving the apartment.

Waste and recycling facilities are provided on the Ground Floor, with a
designated recycling room for resident use. A split system garbage chute
separates garbage and recycling.

Sustainability is enhanced by the use of performance glazing, high levels of
insulation along with water sensitive design, the selection of water and energy
efficient services plant, fittings and fixtures.

Evans Ave GROUND

Each apartment has private open space in the form of an ADG compliant
balcony with a minimum depth of 2m.
Ceiling heights are set as a minimum of 2.7m to living rooms and
bedrooms and 2.4m elsewhere.
ADG compliant storage is provided for all apartments.
Secure undercover parking is provided for XYZ cars, 3 of which
are dedicated adaptable spaces located close to the lobby entry
which can be reached either on grade or via compliant ramps.
Additional spaces are provided for loading, services and car
charging.
Consideration to facade density and screening to enhance visual and acoustic
privacy has been well considered. Podium apartments are screened to balcony
height to provide privacy to the public domain whilst higher level apartments
have clear glazed balconies to maximise views.
Resident amenity is enhanced by the inclusion of a gymnasium and function
room at podium level. Lush landscaping of the podium contributes to the overall
level of amenity including a pool, a BBQ area and a community space for
meetings and the like.
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Incorporation of the Sept 65 Design Principles

PRINCIPLE 7: SAFETY
“Good design optimises safety and security, within the
development and the public domain. It provides for quality public
and private spaces that are clearly defined and for the intended
purpose. Opportunities to maximise passive surveillance of public
and communal areas promote safety.
A positive relationship between public and private spaces is
achieved through clearly designed secure access points and well
lit and visible areas that are easily maintained and appropriate to
the location and purpose.”

PRINCIPLE 8: HOUSING DIVERSITY
AND SOCIAL INTERACTION
“Good design achieves a mix of apartment sizes, providing
housing choice for different demographics, living needs and
household budgets.
Well designed apartment developments respond to social
context by providing housing and facilities to suit the existing
and future social mix. Good design involves practical and flexible
features, including different types of communal spaces for a broad
range of people, providing opportunities for social interaction
amongst residents.”

The design of the modification to 1B exploits opportunities for appropriate
“security design” based on CPTED principles.
It is intended that the Centre will have an active environment after business
hours giving good passive surveillance to the residential occupants and an
active public domain. A CCTV system covering the entire ground floor public
domain as well as visual egress through the pedestrian ways promote this
endeavour.
By consolidating the general visitor access to the residential podium into the
new lobby of Building 1B, the design is simplified and surveillance
automatically enhanced by virtue of increased general visitor and delivery
traffic through the new 1B vertical circulation core.

0

All residential lobbies, including those accessed from the secure carpark,
have security controlled lifts.
There is provision for a concierge to the lobby with access to security CCTV.

Then modification of Building 1B further improves the residential mix of the
overall development at Eastlakes, while adding six additional adaptable
apartments.
The redesigned Building 1B now includes a common function terrace on the
roof of the building for the use of all residents, which improves their amenity
by allowing northerly views to the Australian Golf Course and adds additional
space for socialising and private events.

PRINCIPLE 9: AESTHETICS
“Good design achieves a built form that has good proportions
and a balanced composition of elements, connecting the internal
layout and structure. Good design uses a variety of materials,
colours and textures.
The visual appearance of well designed apartment development
responds to the existing or future local context, particularly
desirable elements and repetitions of the streetscape.”
The design proposal for this revised apartment building and revised retail
space has emerged from a close and detailed analysis of this important
South East Sydney site, the streetscape, environmental effects and urban
form.
The 1B building form addresses the scale of the predominantly clay brick
1960’s housing of Eastlake's by deliberately contrasting the surrounding
building in texture and vertical expression. The facade materials have been
carefully selected to complement the extensive use of clay brick in the
surrounding development whilst providing a modern aesthetic to herald the
rebirth of Eastlake's Centre.
The intent being to carefully address the finer scales of detail such that the
finishes and planning of the site set a new standard for the precinct
providing a benchmark for future development. The building elevations have
evolved to reflect both the internal apartment amenity and the new and
existing context.
The materiality and geometry of the 1B facades explores the building’s
relationship to the beautify eucalyptus trees in Eastlake's Reserve and sets
up a metaphor of bark peeling away to expose the growth of new life within
a sturdy trunk.
Overall the scheme presents a rich, related but varied architectural
character that brings together the new and existing of Eastlakes.
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Building 1B Natural Air Flow

All apartments have cross ventilation or are of a depth that is facilitates natural ventilation.
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Building 1B Solar Analysis

Whereas the ADG solar compliance for building 1B seen in isolation is
70.4%, the solar compliance across the North Site is 80%.

Building 1B

North Site Scheme Total Solar Compliance Comparison
ADG SOLAR : 2013 vs 2017 COMPLIANCE
FLOOR

NORTH SITE ONLY
(formerly approved)

COMPLIANT

NON-COMPLIANT

1

21

2

15

3

TOTAL

COMPLIANT

NON-COMPLIANT

4

17

5

4

18

5

15

4

18

5

4

15

4

18

5

5

15

4

18

5

6

10

0

15

1

7

0

0

3

1

91

20

107

27

111

%

NORTH SITE ONLY
(FJMT 2017)

82%

TOTAL

%

134

80%

0
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